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British Historic Kart Club

Calendar 2016

Autosport International, NEC

Show

January 14th-17th

AGM - Kings Court Hotel, Alcester

Club AGM

January 24th

Race Retro, Stoneleigh

Show, Display & Demo

February 26th-28th

Hooton Park

RR Practice

April 2nd

RR Race day round 1

April 3rd

Donington Historic Festival

Display & Demo

April 30th-May 2nd

Strubby (Woodthorpe Kart Club)

RR Practice

May 7th

RR Race day round 2

May 8th

Jesolo, Italy Coppa dei Campioni

Demo & Time Trial

May 13th-15th or 20th-22nd

Crystal Palace Sprint (prov date)

Display and Demo

May 29th/30th

Coventry Motafest (prov date)

Display only (provisional)

June 3rd-5th

Rowrah

RR Practice

June 4th

RR Race day Global Cup

June 5th

Shenington Revival

Display & Demo

June 17th-19th

Llandow

RR Practice

July 9th

RR Race day round 3

July 10th

Silverstone Classic (prov date)

Display & Demo

July 22nd-24th

Aberdare Motorcycle Races (prov date)

BHKC Display & RR Demo

July 22nd-24th

Fulbeck

RR Practice

August 6th

RR Race day round 4

August 7th

Oulton Park Gold Cup

Display & Demo (very provisional)

August 27th – 29th

Rissington Midland Champs

Display & Demo

September 3rd/4th

Lydd (Global Cup)

RR Practice

September 17th

RR Race day round 5

September 18th

Blackbushe Roy Mortara Memorial

Display & Demo

September 24th

Sywell Classic Pistons & Props

Display & Demo

September 24th/25th

Buckmore Park

Display & Demo

October 16th or 23rd

Tattersall

RR Practice

October 22nd

RR Race day round 6

October 23rd

Classic Motor Show

Show

November 11th-13th

Kartmania, Silverstone

Show

November 26th/27th

RR—Event organised by Retro Racer

BHKC will again be exhibiting and promoting historic
karting.
Visitors will also be able to
feast their eyes on one of the largest collections of Williams Formula One cars seen away from the team’s headquarters, as part of a major celebration of Williams at the
show, which runs from 14-17 January 2016. Appearances
from a host of famous faces from Williams’ past and present including 1996 World Champions Damon Hill OBE.
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Your chance to blow away the winter
cobwebs with your kart at Europe’s
premier winter historic motorsports
show.
Two days of kart demos and time to
admire the exotic historic race & rally
cars, not to mention bikes too! Don’t forget to check out the
car boot sale area too. You never know what you might find.
Show open February 26th-28th
Demos February 27th &28th

EVENTS — NEC Classic Car Show
selling clothing and helmets or tools
and workshop equipment as well as
others offering classic memorabilia,
especially reproduction old enamelled wall-mounted advertising signs
which seemed especially popular this
year.

Combining both the Classic Motor
Show and the Classic Motorcycle
Show, this NEC event included Halls 1
to 5 providing almost 91,000 sq m or
nearly 13 average football pitches. Of
this area BHKC had about 60 sq m
(One, one thousand five hundredth)
plus another 15 sq m we pinched

(with their agreement) from the Wall
of Death – our extremely noisy neighbours.
This show included around 2000 classic cars, almost all in superb show
condition and mainly displayed on the
250-odd car club stands. In addition
there were masses of retail stands

Our BHKC stand layout split karts
into gearbox and direct drive to either side of the stand centre line,
with class 4’s to the left and class 1s
to the right, and each section running
from oldest on the outside to most
modern toward the centre. This simple brainwave made explaning the
two differing types of karts easier
and far more logical than having the
karts mixed up in no special order as
they usually are.

Guy Butler-Henderson, Bob Phair and
Paul Wilkes who also dropped by. Other visitors included the TV recordbreaker, Guy Martin. Tim Norwood
arranged for Super Mario from the
neighbouring Honda Gold Wing stand
to come onto our stand for a photoshoot, and as he had been given a
choice between Super Mario or a rather menacing-looking Star Wars
Space Trooper, Tim opted for the
more amiable of the two characters.....
Brian Jordan’s pair of 1960 Fastakarts
aroused interest by representing a
before-and-after story with his Dalekart Trophy winning 1960 Fastakart
matched with an identical barn-find
model discovered, thanks to Brian
Malin, on eBay and only collected from

Karts on display were –
Owner

Kart

Engine

Date

Brian Jordan
Brian Jordan
Tim Norwood
Bob Phair
Mike Topp
Paul Wilkes
Peter Brinkworth
Tony Brinkworth
Guy Butler-Henderson
Tony Brinkworth

Fastakart (x2)
Zip Prototype
Zip Silverstone 72
Barlotti Barracuda
Deavinson Sprint
Barlotti Monzette
Barlotti Monza
Birel Squirrel
ItalKart Record
Brise MkII

Villiers
Villiers
Bultaco
Bultaco Mk8
Mugen Honda
Komet K88
Parilla HF17
Parilla GP15L
Komet K12C
Montesa K100

1960
1966
1972
1975
1977
1973
1971
1966
1962
1961

Personnel staffing this stand included
Tony Brinkworth, Peter Brinkworth,
Brian and Lynda Malin, Tim Norwood, Robbie and Mark Ashton and
Brian Jordan, all directly or indirectly
associated with karts on show, plus

a barn literally, two months previously.
This was the first time the Classic Car
Show had been included in our annual
program, and Peter Brinkworth best
expressed the positive feelings of the
club members who gave up three and
a half days to represent the club so
effectively, when he said “I think that
it was one of the best shows for us in
that we had a new audience with a lot
of people who didn’t know we existed.
Definitely worth going to despite the
noise!”
Story: & Photos: Brian Jordan

EVENTS - Sywell Classic : Piston & Props
stand. So yes as we worked on our
karts, Spitfires and WW1 Spads and
Fokker triplanes were being refuelled alongside.
The aerial display by the WW1 aircraft (Saturday only) was impressive
helped by simulated “ground to air”
fire and vice versa. The Battle of

Legends kart club who also had runs
up the main runaway also went well
and I don’t think that there will be any
reason that our quick class fours cannot join them next year.
As for our short demo circuit, that
worked well and there were plenty of
spectators, the public support was

For those of you who thought last
years event may have been indifferent
missed out on a fantastic weekend. I
could not find an attendance figure
but it was a large show and feed back
on the internet was positive for the
organisers who also run the Race Retro show and latterly the first Silverstone Classic event.
I knew that the hiccups we had during
the run to up to event would be okay
amazing, plenty of people came to the
marquee, many interested in joining
and I think some of our members
even found some spares for sale.
Finally our thanks to the organisers,
marshals, Jerry Thurston for doing
the commentating and Ed for helping
out with push-starting our karts.
Story: Brian Malin
Photos: Nick Purdie

come the event and so they were. It
turned out, very relaxed, with no major issues about getting in (not even
the late entrants) or with the camping
or with our demo track.
Held at Sywell airfield in Northamptonshire, there was good weather and
a great atmosphere with the period
club house, air museum and vintage
antique fair with a 1940s/50s theme
toit.
We got to see some good aerobatics
displays and the refuelling pumps for
the aircraft was next door to our

Britain memorial flight, an acrobatic
team and a Dakota were other aircraft that appeared over the weekend,
As for cars and bikes there were
plenty to look at and as the track
was the main runway it was long
enough for the F1 cars to get wound
up! The bikes were sent out all together which was pretty impressive,
especially the larger capacity ones.
One bike however was so fast it was
given a handicap start and we were
impressed by its closing speed. The
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EDITORIAL — Kart Industry Insight

The Beddall family have been involved with karting for approximately
45+ years starting with, Graham our
father who raced in the Villiers class
in the mid 70s on short circuits in the
Midlands mainly at Chasewater which
was our home club Graham was a
committee member for a number of
years and Club Chairman for a short
period also. Beryl, Mark’s and Adrian’s mother was Membership Secretary for 8 years!
On Grahams retirement from racing
Mark started racing in Junior Britain
progressing to finishing 2nd in The
Little Green Man championship and
numerous other good results as a junior driver. Moving up to seniors again
in the Britain class he had excellent
results in the Super One championships including 2, 3 & 4 number plate
results. In 1985 Mark won the Senior
Britain Class One championship using
a ZIP kart with a Hewland Arrow engine, possibly the last genuine lads
and dad championship as the engine
was tuned by us. After these results
we obtained sponsorship from TKM
and Wright karts which certainly

As Mark had still got sponsorship
from TKM. We could afford to run
both drivers, with Mark concentrating on Super One and Adrian racing
at Chasewater and Rissington in
club meetings. During the next two
years or so Adrian was becoming
more competitive and obtaining
good club results. Mark then decided
to retire so that Adrian could have a
go at Super One and finishing 5th in
the championship in his first year!
Adrian continued to race at a few
club meetings until the pressure of
work forced his retirement.

Racing International dyno with a
Sportsdevices software package for
testing engine performance. A large
certified flat inspection table was
purchased and fitted with a hydraulic
gantry to assist with the straightening
and manipulation of the chassis sent
in for straightening and checking .

During this time the electrical contracting company that Adrian
worked for closed down making him
redundant, and he did not want to
continue with the same kind of work.
As we had a full workshop at home
and an engineering company in the
family, friends and kart club members were always asking for us to
tune engines and repair karts so it
was suggested that Adrian could fill
his time until he found a job repairing and servicing engines and kart
repairs to earn some pocket money.
After a short period it became obvious that it was possible to work full
time from our home workshop and
Beddall Race Tuning Ltd (BRT) was
Established in 1992. For two years
he continued working
from home but then it was
then decided to move to a
small industrial unit in
Brierley Hill so he could
have a bigger lathe and
welding equipment and
move the axle straightening rig from his fathers
factory so it could be used
at all times.
After a short period of
time he had a mezzanine
floor constructed so he
could move the engine and carburettor repairs upstairs together with an
office.

Mark Beddall at Chasewater circa 1985—photo: Mike Topp

helped to continue to get good results
from what was a dad and sons team
as Adrian was at this time mechanic
for Mark .
It was after Mark got married and was
contemplating retiring from racing
that Adrian decided he would like to
start racing himself in the Senior Britain class.

This meant that he could install two
dynos in a specially constructed
ground floor room. A Hennan &
Froude for running in engines, and a
self constructed copy of a British



BRT is a Rotax sealing agent
IAME & TKM Approved supplier



Servicing and repair. fiche checks
and dyno checks to confirm and
improve all types of current engines



Historic 100 cc engines & carburettors repaired serviced and
Tuned



Pistons and spare parts available
inc gaskets and bearings



Barrel hones and crank truing as
required



All makes of chassis checked
straightened repaired or modified



Axles – Steering columns - Track
rods - Stub Axles - Bumpers
Straightened



All Types of welding and brazing
small diameter tube bending



Magnesium and aluminium rims.
and wheels repaired re-spun,
and trued.



Bumpers and nerf bars made to
samples



Brake systems serviced - Parts
made - Seals Supplied



Helicoiling
and screwed steel
or alloy inserts fitted as required

A member of British Kart Industry
Association
Club Race Meetings at Rissington
Shennington Wilton Mill are regularly
attended and collections and delivery’s can be arranged

EDITORIAL

Dale Sabre / Starr SS100

The Dale Sabre kart chassis was purchased second hand in December
1972 from Stan Moule, by my friend
Des Yates.

Advert from Karting Magazine January
1973

I went with Des and his mom and dad
(Rose and Vic) to look at the karts on
offer and Vic picked the Dale as they
already had a Dale Cadet fun kart.
The kart was taken to our local track,
Chasewater, where both Des and I had
a run on it, before a crack developed
in the engine mount. The kart has
been in storage ever since!

The frame was straightened by Adrian Beddall of BRT. With assistance
from Paul Wilkes, the chassis was
colour matched and repainted by
Geoff Chubb, re-chromed by Clear
Polishing (Tipton) and the remaining parts re-Cadmium plated.
The Dale Sabre 1 was introduced
by D A Lane Engineering in 1968.
It was designed by Harry Worton
and was unusual in that it employed
a chain driven reduction gear system in the steering. Nigel Mansell
campaigned the Sabre as a Junior
and later senior in the British Team.

In November 2011 I purchased the

help, to his friend Graham Starr’s toolmaking factory in Wolverhampton. In
1968, with Fred working on the engine and Graham building the frames,
the 125cc Hadley-Starr road racer
was born.
The bike proved competitive in the
hands of ex works BSA rider Don
Wolfindale.
Seven bikes were built, before changes in competition regulations made

Graham Starr, Fred Hadley and Don Wolfindale

He achieved third place at the 1968
Junior World Cup in Milan.
Starr SS100 Rotary Valve Engine—Manufactured by G E Starr
Engineering,
Wolverhampton:
1969 to 1976

Dale Sabre/Komet
K33 November 2011

kart and started the restoration. As I
have a greater interest in the Starr
rather than the Komet K33 that originally came with the kart, I will be using the former engine for demonstration events.
Everything is original apart from the
rear axle (made by John Ostins to the
original pattern), new Azusa steering
wheel, new engine mount to accommodate the Starr (made by former
Starr apprentice Phil Parker), exhaust
mount, tyres, repair work to the seat
and cover, various fasteners and cables.

The Starr 100cc kart engine’s heritage dates back to 1965 when Alpha
Bearings of Dudley, built a rotary
valve 250cc twin road racing motorcycle engine. Renowned engine tuner Fred Hadley (Omega Pistons) was
involved in the tuning of the race
engines. The plan was to sell the
engines to customers to fit to their
own frames.

Dale Sabre/Starr
SS100 Donington
May 2014
Alpha-Centuri photo courtesy of John Wood

When Alpha changed direction under new owners Royal Enfield, the
dynamometer, castings and patterns
were transferred, with Fred Hadley’s
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Fred Hadley and Graham Starr at Mallory

them uncompetitive against the multicylinder Honda’s. Both Graham and
Fred had an interest in kart racing,
Graham racing in the Villiers class and
Fred utilising his skills as a tuner. On
a visit to Grahams factory Brian Eyre
(Scorpion Racing), spotted a pair of
125 crankcases on a bench and suggested they could be turned into a
100cc kart engine!

The Starr was quite different from the
engines of that era in that it had an
inboard carburettor and points
(rather than CEV) ignition. Another
unique feature was the cast in exhaust
stub and was, as far as I know, the
first to have TT porting rather than
the usual boost port arrangement
used in Italian motors at that time.
The Starr was debuted at Shenington
by one Nigel Mansell, as the engine

Evans held the outright lap record at
Chasewater with 23.2 seconds for a
couple of years in the early 1970’s
before Phil Hilton beat it on his Suzuki powered 250 International!
Between them they had many victories, including Rob Bruce at the
North West Championships at Tern
Hill, the Midland Championships at
Little Rissington and the Chasewater
Grand Prix.

con-rod/big-end assembly, with many
combinations of rods and big-end
bearings evaluated, before coming up
with a reliable system.

The Starr was the first British made
100cc kart engine to go into serious
production and was the first to use
electronic ignition. The system used
was the optically triggered Lumenition, which dispensed with the contact breaker and heavy flywheel of
the Italian CEV system used on Komet, Parilla and Corsair engines of the
era.

During the early 1970’s I had been
mechanic for the works Starr team

Once Motoplat systems came into use
and the old problems with the CEV
Magneto’s were done away with, the
Starr was seen as too complicated for
the main market, with its battery, coil,
etc.

Various porting layouts were explored including a 5 transfer version
(similar to the Hewland “D” port mo-

had not yet been homologated it was
not allowed to race, however, in practice it set the fastest time of the day!
The engines were driven by the likes

of John Edwards, Charlie Wills, Alan
Evans, Tony Barkas, Nigel de Ferranti
and works driver Rob Bruce. Alan

tors of the early 1980’s), however
the most successful factory motors
were 3 port TT’s.

based at Chasewater. I had owned
one of the development engines (No.
4 ex. Alan Evans) and used to run it
around Chasewater on a Blow Gemini.
When works diver Rob Bruce retired
in 1975, development stopped and
the assets were sold to Alan Higgins,
whose son Ian raced them for a while.
Alan kindly gave me some of the
works motors in the early 1980’s, the
rest were consigned to the scrap yard.
Since then, one has been restored
with the help of the late Keith Reynolds and Adrian and Graham Beddall
from BRT.

Experiments with alternatives to the
standard Tillotson HL227a carburettors, included a massive 38mm bore
Tillotson HR and remote float
Dell’orto’s.

In 2007 a Starr engine mounted on a
Zip Mirage was entered at the Shenington Revival Meeting. Graham Starr
and daughter Judy visited the Revival
that year to see the restored engine.

The original engines had Suzuki
competition bike con-rods, plus
those manufactured by Alpha. The
main weakness of the Starr was the

In 2009 Rob Bruce travelled from
Perth Australia to attend the Revival
and run an engine he last raced in
1975!

Story & photos courtesy of Mick Pritchard

EDITORIAL — A Blast From The Past
The Early Days: Karting at Long Marston

1960
This was the first Kart that I bought
engine less and second hand. Photograph taken late 1960, at the end of
the season as the engine has been
removed probably to repair the broken reed valve (unsuccessful) sustained at my second race meeting.
Note the two tie-on scrutineering labels which indicate that I had competed in two meetings at this point. This
is commensurate with the fact that I
only did two meetings with this kart
due to the reed valve problem and the
fact that the engine, an ALCOA of
85cc, was undersize for the class making it non-competitive. The engine
cost me £5, purchased from a work
colleague, doesn’t sound much until
you realise that my wages at the time
were £2:12:9d per week! (£2.63 in
modern currency) At my first meeting with the engine I was struggling to
keep up with the pack on the rolling
start lap so after a visit to the library
for appropriate books on the tuning of
two stroke engines, I heavily modified
the porting and “stuffed” the crankcase. This was definitely successful as
I was then competitive with the Clinton A400s and even A490s; however
the read valve couldn’t stand the
strain and split, never to be the same
again. Note also the use of industrial
trolley tyres and a steering wheel
which was rather large! Many karts
of this era used up-turned handlebars. Helmet courtesy of Kangol (cork
lined), blazer ex-Aylesbury Technical
Grammar School, badge removed to
protect the anonymity of the school!
Seen here acting as mechanic for a
friend (John Prichard) early season
1961. Kart was a “Trak-Kart” fitted
with a twin port Montesa (100cc) officially producing I believe about

11.5hp at 10,600rpm. Notice the
luxurious upholstery which was
standard on that model. (“Leather &
Air-con!” – as they say in the trade)
Yours truly racing at Long Marston
in Buckinghamshire, late in the season hence the autumnal weather and
garb. (Ex-tank crews waterproofs) I
believe it was at this meeting that I
set the Class 1 Super Lap Record* of
36.4 secs a time which to my
knowledge was never beaten in the
time the track existed it becoming
defunct in the mid 60’s. To put that
in context: Track length 690 yards
which if you get your calculator out
you will find gives an average speed
of 38.77mph, at Daytona Kart Track
(Milton Keynes) sometime in the
early two thousands, our teams fastest lap was an average of 41.31mph with two engines totalling 4 times
the capacity (400cc) on sticky slicks,
in the dry! (Not to mention 40+
years of “Progress”)

the track. The van in the background
was the emergency services - St John
Ambulance.
This is the bend just before the fastest
part of the circuit, hence the application of some opposite lock and the
back end drifting out. When the local
police were given permission to test
their new “Radar Speed Gun” on the
back straight just to the right of where
this photo was taken, mine was the
only Class 1 Super Kart topping
70mph according to their readings!
The tube you can see in the photos
enabled me to blow into the fuel tank
to pressurise it to eliminate a common (at the time) fuel surge carbura-

*Weighing only 9st 5lbs in shirt,
pants, jeans, socks & industrial
“toetector” boots had an advantage
in those pre minimum weight days
enabling me to run a higher gearing
than other Montessa drivers and
with a deft flick of the backside
cause the rear tyres to spin up slightly in damp conditions out of Long

tion problem. “Racing Overalls” snazzy ex-Army tank drivers’ suit, totally
waterproof in that you could play a
hose on it and still not suffer.
Marston’s two hairpins and get the
engine up in to the power band and
make use of the top end speed.
The back straight. The fastest part of
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Just to prove I did win on occasions, I
have cups and tankards to prove it!
Some have the 3K’s logo engraved on
them. (See Programme cover below)
This is the only photo I have of me

we’re still married and talking to
each other!

rated I seem to recall at 12.5hp at
11,300rpm. The complete package
cost the princely sum of £134.
Note change of attire from early 1960.
Christmas presents of a new helmet
with visor, obligatory yellow stringback gloves and the ubiquitous (at the
time) basketball boots. (“Trainers” in
modern speak)

winning and taking the Chequered Flag
at any meeting. All of this photo sequence was taken by David Jeffs, one of
my two friends who acted as “Pit
Crew”. Note: the two people on the
extreme right in white mackintoshes
are my mother and father.
The picture shows my second and
most successful Kart and the only
thing I’ve ever bought on Hire Purchase or any other form of “finance”
other than my home!

Front cover of the Three Kounties
Kart Klub meeting which I downloaded from somewhere on the internet. I
would certainly have competed at this
meeting as I don’t recall ever missing
one of their meetings in the time I was
racing. Ironically the date happens to
be the birthday of the young lady I
began going out with just four days
later and it was because of this “new
interest” that I gave up karting the
following year. Was it worth it? Well

Like John Prichard’s, but purchased
after his, it was a Trak-kart. The
main difference being it was built as
a Class 2, in fact the ex-works team’s
kart, fitted with two 100cc Montesa
(Twin Port I believe) Hairy I understand but not too successful for although it was very fast in a straight
line it suffered from understeer and
just didn’t want to go round corners
preferring to carry straight on! Not
really surprising considering all the
weight was on the rear and the narrow front tyres fitted in those days!
Note: I did actually graduate to slicks
all round for 1962 when I competed
in the National Championships with
the venues of Darley Moor and RAF
Fulbeck included in the itinerary.
When I bought it the supplier, Jim
Bound of Watford, fitted it with a
brand new single port Montesa,
more powerful than the twin port,

The photograph was taken just after
Christmas 1961 and is the kart actually purchased mid season 1961.
1962—Racing at Long Marston,
Bucks. The track was only 4 miles
from where I lived in Aston Clinton.
(On one occasion, having been forgotten by the person who was supposed
to be providing the transport home
after a meeting, having won all three
heats and the final, my two mechanics/friends and I removed the chain
and pushed the kart loaded with tools
and spares and trophy the 4 miles
home!)
I hope this gives you some of the flavour of those early days of Go-karting
as it was then called in the first years
of it being officially recognised in
1959 by the RAC as a form of motor
sport.
Story & Photos: Bruce Hiscock

Joint Retro Racer—BHKC Event

Awards Presentation Evening
Saturday 27th February
Race Retro Show

EDITORIAL—A Flying Bedstead with a Familiar Shape

It has long been accepted that Art
Engels built the first kart (above) in
America in 1956 and subsequently
the word go kart, kart and karting
were added to the
dictionary and the
sport of karting
evolved.

haps someone elsewhere built something on similar lines where evolution into mass production, racing,
and karting for some reason, never
occurred.
This
thought
gained some substance when Lor-

liers that originally powered a generator on a boat. It is coupled through a
three speed gearbox to a live rear axle
that has one driven wheel and one
free rotating wheel. The wheels were
solid and from a heavy duty trolley.
The brake was a lever and a pulley
belt from a lathe operating on the rear

Back in the late fifties, journalists Nick
Britain and Ivan
Berg were early
people involved in
researching the new
phenomena. In his
1961 book “Tackle
Karting This Way”
Ivan claims to have
heard of a dozen
ways of how karting
started
but
plumped for the
following reason.
“Art built a buggy
for the purposes of moving around and
supervising a large engineering works
in the mid-west. So successful was this
buggy that other supervisor wanted a
similar contraption. It was then a short
hop to the supervisors racing each other around the factory and then another to a suitable outdoor area!“
The
rest as they say, is history.
Why was the time was right and what
caused that spark that evolved karting into the sport that it now has become is one to ponder but we know
that Chris Merlin and Steve Morey
tried to form an historic kart club in
1981 which came to nought and it
would be another twenty years before it happened. Karting enthusiasts
have often wondered that if Art had
the idea of building a buggy then per-

raine Lloyd-Jacob
emailed me (ie
BHKC) saying that her father-in-law,
Brian Lloyd-Jacob had built a vehicle
of kart like design (above right) with
two friends (Peter Billing and Geoffrey Fletcher) in 1948! Subsequent
communication with Brian revealed
that it was Peter’s idea with much
work carried out at his (Brian’s)
house as he had the space!

axle! Everything was bolted together,
there was no welding.
A trailer was built and taking it to a
fair at their grammar school they gave
rides to the school children with money raised going to the war memorial
fund.

As the words “kart” never existed in
1948, one will read in the press articles reprinted later in this feature
that it had many names including
“The Flying Bedstead” resulting from
where some material had come
from.

The trailer wheels did not have the
substantial trolley wheels of the
“flying bedstead” and were from a
pram. These lightweight products did
not stand up to the weight of the children and new ones were sourced
from the local cycle shop who were
also supports of the school!

The vehicle does looks very kart like
and was powered with a 250cc Vil-

The boys had plenty of press coverage. Lorraine sent me two newspaper
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cuttings from local publications (The
Herald and the Evening News) and
one from the Canadian magazine
“Popular Science” (March 1949 issue).
She said that they also appeared in
the “Daily Sketch”, a UK national
newspaper of the time, but she could
not find the article.
So what happened? Instead of karting
becoming British, Brian’s Dad became
fed up with him and his friends destroying the plants as they raced it
around the garden and said that it
had to go. Geoffrey Fletcher gave it
refuse in his shed and with no garden
to race it, sadly that was the end. Other interests and university soon took
over and Brian Lloyd-Jacobs says that
the fate of this vehicle is anyone’s
guess.
Story: Tony Brinkworth & Brian Malin
Photos: Lorraine Lloyd-Jacobs

Evening News
3 BOYS BUILD A
“RACING BEDSTEAD”
THEIR 40 MPH CAR COST ONLY 30s
Using all manner of old scrap, and unlimited
ingenuity, three Sutton (Surrey) schoolboys
have designed and built a miniature car which
might well qualify for the title of “The Racing
Bedstead”.
With a simple chassis made from parts of an
iron bed, and band brakes made from lathe
belting, it is powered by a small 27 year old
petrol engine originally used to operate the
power plant of a cabin cruiser.
The boys are; Brian Lloyd-Jacob, aged 16,
Geoffrey Fletcher (17) and Peter Billing (16).
Lloyd-Jacob and Fletcher are pupils of Sutton
County Grammar School and Billing, a former
pupil, now attends another school.
Said Brian, in whose garden at Woodmansterne Lane, Barnstead, the car took
shape:
“We have not yet applied for a licence to use
the car on the public highway but we have
tested it on a private road and reached 40
mph comfortably. We spent three months
making it at a cost of 30s.” (£1.50).
“Evening News” Correspondent

Joe Howells

Matthew Cowell

The Red Lodge round of the Retro Racer Championship
saw Joe Howells the Featured Driver awarded a copy of
this photograph signed by all of the Retro Racers.

Matthew, in his first season racing, has been an outstanding talent in the vintage class, winning many heats and
finals.

In the mid 60’s Joe was British Champion in Class1 Sport
& Class 1 Super (at the same meeting) and British Team
member! (Look out for a feature on Joe in the New Year)

He narrowly missed out on winning the Championship
due to engine failure on one or two occasions.

We wish Joe well in his long retirement.

Well done Matthew we look forward to you competing
next year.
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Would Your Event Benefit from a
Professional
Presentation or Commentary?

Class 1 ‘Window’ Pistons
48.0, 50.0, 51.2 & 51.25mm
Villiers ‘Powermax’ Pistons
59.0, 59.25 & 59.5mm
£23.50 ea. Compl with rings and pin +p&p £5.50
Reg Dormer (Club Member)
Serdi (UK) Ltd Unit 1 Sarum Complex,
Salisbury Rd, Uxbridge, Middx UB8 2RZ
Tel: 01895 232215
Email: info@serdi.co.uk
website: www.serdi.co.uk

KEN WALKER
International Kart Commentator
BBC Local Radio Broadcaster for 20 years
Raceworld TV Reporter & Commentator
Tel/Fax/Ans: 01332 799512
Email: zak123@supernet.com
ken.walker@superkart.org.uk

TEST DAY CIRCUITS

DISCLAIMER
Persons acting on advice, details or prccedures given in Track Side do so
at their own risk. The onus is on the person to determine the safe working of any component or procedure for their kart. Advice, details and
procedures are all given in good faith but the BHKC committee or any
BHKC member can not be held responsible.
The list of services and part suppliers in this publication or on our website is also given in good faith and that they do provide satisfactory service and parts. The onus is on the person choosing to use them to determine their suitability

Stretton
Blackbushe

Leicester
Camberley

Most Days
Saturdays

01162 259 2900 www.stretton2000.com
01252 520056 www.camberleykartclub.com

Whilton Mill

Daventry

Wednesdays

01280 816512

www.whiltonmillkartclub.co.uk

Llandow

Cardiff

Most Days

01446 795568

karting@swkc.co.uk

Fulbeck

Newark

4th Saturday

0844 8000622

lkrc.net

Hereford

Weobley

Check

01544 318334

www.herefordraceway.org.uk

Lydd

Kent

Various

01797 321747

www.lydkartcircuit.com

Hooten Park

Ellesmere Port

Most Days

0151 355 7513

www.hootenparkcircuit.co.uk

www.BritishHistoricKartClub.com

